Permit for Blogging in the Philippines

I need all my fellow bloggers or vloggers to stand with me in this. Especially the ones in the Philippines, you might need to make a petition before this goes out of hand. I am just trying to help and be informative as much as I can and reach out to the other side of the world where I am.
This is truly unfair.
You could say that this might not affect or has nothing to do with me, but I am a Filipino too. If I ever wanna go back and blog about a contest or a random giveaway, I DONT WANT TO GET A PERMIT!
I have no idea how this works if you are a Vlogger.

Please help me in my cause
#notopermit

Re-tweet or Re-post this video where it is needed and let our voices be heard.

Here is that blogpost I was talking about.
http://www.socialmediacontestphilippines.com/2011/07/indivduals-bloggers-bus...
Thank you for watching.

COMMENT RATE AND SUBSCRIBE
LINKS
beauty - http://graceanngo.blogspot.com
personal - http://graceanngowrites.blogspot.com
twitter - http://twitter.com/xogoxo
Facebook- http://www.facebook.com/pages/I-am-xoGOxo/221555184523916

Music:
Song- Grace's Bump
http://www.youtube.com/user/geminiembedded